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by Jennifer J. Harman, PhD

 
OF  PARENTAL  AL IENAT ION

ike many other parents
who have been the
targets of parental
alienating behaviors, I
did not know what to

call it when it first started
happening to my husband and me.
I was baffled by what the alienator
was doing and couldn’t believe she
was getting away with it. I was
appalled at how she used her
children and others as pawns
against us, without a care to the
effect it had on anyone (as long as
it hurt us).
 
As a social psychologist who has
studied intimate relationships for
over a decade, I was concerned that
I did not have a name for our
experience. I scoured the research
literature and found that clinicians
had been writing about parental
alienation and alienating

"We have been told 
that parental

alienation does not
exist."

 
 
 
behaviors for several decades, but
were using a variety of terms to
describe it (e.g., Parental
Alienation Syndrome, or PAS and
Alienated Child). I could
appreciate that new terminology
often takes time for professionals
to settle upon, however this was a
different case.
Due to  lingering professional and
political controversies around the
use of the PAS term, researchers
and parents affected by parental
alienation have been told that

parental alienation does not exist.
They have been told that parental
alienation is merely 'justified
estrangement'.  However, when we
are denied a legitimate label for our
experience and told that it is our
fault we are 'estranged' from our
children, we are blamed for being
victims of the alienator’s behaviors.
We remain helpless and unable to
protect ourselves from the
alienator’s continued aggression.
 
The result?
 
We have struggled to find other
terminology to legitimize our
experience. I have come across
terms used by many people and
groups (e.g., estranged parents,
pathogenic parenting) that are all
describing different aspects of the
same experience. (cont'd on p. 6)
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There has been much debate as to
whether parental alienation should
be included in the Diagnostic and
the Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5).
When DSM-5 was being developed,
my colleagues and I campaigned
vigorously for “parental  (cont'd on p. 8) 

The cred

Parental Alienation
and DSM-5

"DSM-5 has put
parental

alienation firmly
on the map."
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by William Bernet, MD
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ost of us know too well that parental alienation is the ‘elephant
in the [court]room’: our attempts to describe its impact on our
children are too easily dismissed as argumentative, speculative
or hear-say. So we thought it was important to identify an

element of the system that plays a major role, as well as recent break-
through that is changing it.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) is the reference tome for the
mental health profession. Published by the American Psychological
Association (APA), its role is to identify and classify psychological disorders
and conditions. What this means is that an issue needs to be in that book
in order for it to exist in the eyes of the profession. If an issue is not in the
DSM, therapists and clinicians will not diagnose it; insurance companies
will not have a billing code and will not cover its treatment; and,
importantly, the courts will not accept it as grounds for intervening on
behalf of alienated parents and the affected children.

Until the most recent edition  (2013), the DSM did not recognize parental
alienation. The impact of the change cannot be overstated because it has
legitimized it in the eyes of the system. Now, the courts should allow expert
testimony on parental alienation, and our children are less likely to be
misdiagnosed and more likely to get the help they need.

We asked Dr. William Bernet to share how the APA came to acknowledge
parental alienation.
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(The Dark World of Parental Alienation, cont'd from p.

2)

Rather than trying to avoid using
the term 'parental alienation', it is
time to start owning it.

Parental alienation encompasses
two things: the parental alienating
behaviors a parent does to hurt or
destroy the relationship between
the child and the other parental
figure, and the spectrum of
outcomes that result from the
alienating behaviors (e.g.,
psychological problems,
alienation).

"When we are denied
a legitimate label for

our experience, we
are blamed for being

victims."

The term ‘estrangeme nt’ means
“to turn away in feeling or affection,
or to alienate the affections of,” and
in the cases of estrangement the
blame lies with the estranged
parent.  By contrast, the primary
source of the problem in the case
of parental alienation is the
alienating parent.

While it may be hard for those who
have been characterizing their
experience as ‘estrangement’ (or
related terms) to start using the
term ‘parental alienation’ instead,
there are several important
reasons why this needs to happen:

1.      Clear  terminology
is necessary to measure the
behavior and prove it is
happening.

Researchers have already started
to find ways to distinguish
between alienated and estranged
children. Being able to distinguish
between the two terms makes it
possible to identify which parent
is responsible for the damaged
relationship.

2.      Professional acceptance
of the term is necessary to
seek and receive
intervention.

 

Parental alienating behaviors (e.g.,
derogating a parent to a child) are
now included in the DSM-V
(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual,
5th edition), and several authors of
the DSM-V have recently clarified
what parental alienation is in
another publication that
appeared in a professional journal
in July of 2016.

The DSM-V is a manual that offers
a common language and standard
criteria that mental and medical
health providers and insurance
companies use to classify mental
disorders. These advancements
are important for us as alienated
parents because we cannot seek
relief from the court unless
parental alienation has been
validated and accepted as a
legitimate phenomenon by
psychological experts.  While there
are still those who argue that
parental alienation does not exist,
the basis of this claim is eroding
fast.

"Parental alienation

encompasses two

things: the parental

alienating behaviors

and the spectrum of

outcomes that result

from them."
 

This advancement is also
important because clinicians
working with children and families
can learn how to identify when
parental alienation versus
estrangement is happening, and
treat both of them more
effectively.

3.      Consistent use of the
parental alienation term
helps other people know
what you are going through.

 
 

It may take a bit of education and
clarification across multiple fronts
(face-to-face, social media, public
speaking, community events), but
when our friends, neighbors, co-
workers, extended family, and
community members understand
clearly what parental alienation
entails, then we will not be blamed
as much for our experience.  This
may take a while because many
people still blame victims of sexual
assault for what happened to
them, despite all that we know
about that form of  violence.

"If all of us use the
same terminology, it

will be clear to the
rest of the world that

our struggle is as
devastating as it is

wide-spread."

Being clear and consistent about 
the difference between parental
alienation and estrangement can
help people see that this problem
is more complicated and nuanced
than they may have previously
believed, and to withhold
judgement about who is to blame
without clear evidence. The result
will be less isolation and greater
empathy for what you are going
through. I think we could all use
that!

While there is great diversity in our
roles as parental figures (e.g.,
parents, step-parents,
grandparents), we all share the
same common ground: we have
been alienated from our children.
If we focus on what we have in
common, if all of us adopt and use
the same terminology, it will be
clear to the rest of the world that
our struggle is as devastating as it
is wide-spread; that we need to be
recognized and provided with
resources and help.
 

 
 

Dr. Harman is an Associate Professor of Applied
Social and Health Psychology at Colorado State

University and a co-author of Parents Acting Badly
(see Good Reads, p. 30):   

 



Wondering what you can add to your repertoire of escapes this winter?
Try these ideas; none require shopping and all work at short notice.

Escapes

Ideas for winter

The basics of
home fort

construction

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Go bowling, play some laser
tag, check out an indoor
climbing wall or a trampoline
park.

Got a teenager? Try an actual
escape room, let them invite friend

(s) and feel preoccupied with
nothing but clues and your
wit.

Go for a nature walk with a
purpose: to find a heart-
shaped rock, to see a rabbit or
to find the letters

of your names spelled by branches,
shadows, ripples or buildings.

Can’t leave the house? Build a
fort. Works for kids up to about
eleven.

Structure  Fasten canopy to a
ceiling beam (or a ceiling hook) or
enlist a table (upright or on its side),
the back of a couch or open doors
you can secure in place.

Canopy      Drape a sheet/quilt or
two over and secure to the
structure. What you are trying to
prevent is the entire thing
collapsing on top of you because
somebody tugged on the canopy.
Tuck under the couch legs or weigh
down with stacks of books. Prop

the canopy with a stand-up mop in
the middle.

Comfort Introduce couch
cushions, pillows, camping mats
and sleeping bags.

Fun    String Christmas lights inside,
make popcorn and drink hot cocoa
out of camping cups. Theme the
whole thing (an Igloo, a borrow, a
cave) and arrive in costumes. Play
car games like truth-or-dare,  cards,
Uno or watch a movie inside.



"DSM-5 revisions
enable clinicians

to validate the
child's experience

and to identify
when parental

alienation is
occurring."
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"If the clinician
were assessing all

the family
members, the

diagnosis would
be 'child affected

by parental
relationship

distress (CAPRD)."
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(Parental Alienation and DSM-5, cont. from p. 5)

alienation disorder' or a related 
term to be added to the DSM.  We
published a book (Parental
Alienation, DSM-5, and ICD-11) and
had much correspondence and
many conversations with members
of the DSM-5 Task Force, which was
organized by the American
Psychiatric Association.  The
members of the Task Force
consistently agreed that parental
alienation is a real problem and that
it damages many children and
families.

However, the DSM-5 Task Force  
leadership said that parental
alienation did not meet the strict
definition of a mental disorder.  In
DSM-5, a mental disorder means
that the problem is inside the mind
of the designated patient.  In
contrast, a mental condition means
that the problem may be outside
the mind of the designated patient
or between that person and another
person.  In DSM-5, for example,
relational problems are considered
mental conditions.  DSM-5
personnel said that parental
alienation is not a mental disorder,
but is a mental condition because it
is a type of relational problem.

When DSM-5 was published in May 
2013, we were gratified to see that
parental alienation met the
definitions of three different
relational problems:

 1.     Parent-child relational
problem (which had
previously been included in
DSM-IV)

2.      Child psychological abuse
(which was a brand new
diagnosis in DSM-5)

3.      Child affected by parental 
relationship distress (CAPRD,
also a brand new diagnosis in
DSM-5)

These three relational problems are
defined in the chapter of DSM-5
titled, “Other Conditions That May
Be a Focus of Clinical Attention.”

What are the implications of these
new diagnosis?

Having diagnoses available to
clinicians treating children

burdened by parental alienation
enables clinicians to validate the
child's experience, to identify when
parental alienation is occurring for
legal and social service intervention
purposes, and to provide insurance
companies a billing code for the
treatment of families that are being
impacted by this problem. Having a
diagnosis puts parental alienation
firmly on the map.

Thus, if the clinician were addressing
the relationship between the child
and the rejected parent, the
diagnosis would be 'parent-child
relational problem'.  If the clinician
were dealing with the behavior of
the alienating parent, the diagnosis
would be  'child psychological
abuse'.  Finally, if the clinician were
assessing or treating all the family
members – the parents and the child
(ren) – the diagnosis would be
'CAPRD'.

The introduction of CAPRD is
particularly note-worthy.

Prior to the publication of DSM-5, 
the term CAPRD had never
appeared in the entire world
literature of psychology and
psychiatry! Certainly a cumbersome
term for a medical or psychological
diagnosis, CAPRD also came with
only a brief explanation in DSM-5:
“The focus of clinical attention is the
negative effects of parental
relationship discord … on a child in
the family...”

Given both the novelty and the
significant implications of CAPRD's
addition within DSM-5, it was clear
that somebody needed to write an
article to explain the meaning of
CAPRD as a diagnosis.

Thus, I contacted my colleagues,
Marianne Z. Wamboldt, M.D., and
William E. Narrow, M.D.  It is
important to note that Dr.
Wamboldt and Dr. Narrow were the
same people who wrote the
pertinent chapter of DSM-5
mentioned above, so our article can
be considered a continuation or a
supplement to that chapter.

The resulting article explains that
CAPRD can be used for four common
scenarios.     (Cont'd on p. 30)
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COPING STRATEGIES
COPING



 

 

 

 

 

arenting in the war zone of parental alienation is a devastating

experience. When we aren’t questioning our own sanity, we are

fending off underhanded attacks on our character. After mustering up

what it takes to put food on the table, to manage activities and to

launder clothes, we may still fight an uphill battle against the anger

our kids take out on us because it has nowhere else to go.

But we must keep going, and we must make it. We owe it to ourselves

and to our children.

COPING STRATEGIES
COPING

P



STRATEGIES
TACTICS

 

After experiencing years of parental alienation, we on the editorial team of

Parent Survival Guide Magazine know just how hard it can be. What follows

are coping strategies provided by several parents just like us. However of all

things, parental alienation will not yield to any tidy seven-step fix. Try none

of them or try them all, just know that you are not crazy, or alone and that

you deserve to find something that helps you through. Honor your courage

and your perseverance by admitting that you have it very, very hard even if

you would do it all again for your precious children. 



STRATEGIES
TACTICS

Create a buffer
My children were moved several
states away from any place where
I can make a living. So more often
than not, I fly in for my parenting
time.
I used to fly in on the day of the
pick-up. I would get the rental car
at the airport, drive out to their
town, stop by the grocery store,
start dinner the minute I walked
in, clean, shower and set the table
in parallel before heading back
out to pick them up. While this
maximized the work time that can
be so hard for us to protect, it also
left me vulnerable; emotionally
more than anything. If any one
thing went wrong, I would still be
ok. But if it was more than one – if
the flight got delayed, the
highway was iced over and the
kids were in a foul mood - I could
easily find myself behind right out
of the gate.
To increase my chances of being
the best parent I could be, I
started creating a buffer. Flying in
the day before, taking a hot bath
and getting a good night’s rest if I
could. Doing a few things before I
flew out again, such as cleaning
the house and throwing a roast in
the freezer so that I can serve a
wholesome, emotionally
grounding meal that cooks itself
while my soul has a chance to
‘arrive.’ 

Rituals
We know that children thrive with
structure and rhythm. However,
how the heck are we supposed to
do that when adjusting to their
ever-changing needs often takes
all we’ve got; when our ex always
has us on the back foot; when she
may withhold the kids even if we
could afford to book an amazing
annual ski trip?
My answer: simple rituals are
better than none. We sit down for
one meal a day together even if it
is take-away. Every night, I sit with
each child, even if for one minute,
and they expect to recite a
bedtime prayer they learned as
toddlers and say what they are
grateful for: focusing on gratitude
actually apparently changes how
we see the world. Having these
rituals gives both me and the
children something to fall back on
regardless of how tumultuous the
day might have been, ensuring
that we close it out in a positive
way and as a family.
Every time the children are home,
we have a family meeting on the
last morning. Most last under 20
minutes and we have a consistent
formula: what worked really well
for us this time; what didn’t; what
do we want to focus on next time.
Importantly, I can’t play the parent
card during the meetings: we all
have equal voice. It helps me
demonstrate that alongside them,
I am committed to creating the
family we want to be, despite our
challenges. And I am often
amazed at their insights and
willingness to try new things. The
meetings are becoming a safe
space and a mechanism we can all
count on, to make our family time
work better for everyone. 

Know your selves
The Groupwork Institute (Australia)
developed a powerful self-
awareness model called The
Community of Selves. It includes
our ‘higher self’, that grounded,
wise ‘me’, and a busload of other
creatures. I have the Justice
Warrior who pulls out his sword at
the first sight of an underdog; the
Survivor, who endures suffering;
the Busy Bee, who copes by doing
as much as possible; even the
Court Jester, who lightens the
mood. The premise of the model is
that all our selves evolved for a
reason, usually early in life and
usually to protect us or even each
other: the Hulk may exist to defend
the Little One when he is scared.
Importantly, all our 'selves'
respond to the world and  its
challenges differently, which can
lead to conflict, noise and rash
decisions; and that’s before I even
leave my head.
My ex knows my buttons and isn’t
afraid to push them and
unfortunately, a war could be
spinning out of control inside me
before I know it. One sure path is
through her triggering my Judge, a
self who looks like a mean, racist
Family Court magistrate and insists
that I have always been and will
always remain, a worthless parent.
Consider looking up the model
and mapping your selves: name
them, jot down what they sound
like, and – this is the hardest part –
try to recognize their value. Get
your partner or close friend to help
if you get stuck. If you are anything
like me, you may soon find yourself
talking your Chicken Little of a cliff
and convincing your Critic that you
will indeed be more prepared next
time. It may sound loopy, but my
collective I – and  my children – are
better of for it.
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Most of us alienated parents
protect our children above all else.
After all, their fragile worlds are
already cracked by lies and the
worst may still be ahead, when
they learn the truth and have to
pick up the pieces.

One way that I used to protect my 
children was by masking how I
really felt. But kids know things,
don’t they? They are attuned to
how we feel and there are
probably good evolutionary
reasons for it. So at some point it
dawned on me that when I tell
them I am not sad and they know I
am, it only creates more conflict
and confusion in their hearts. I do
not want them to second-guess
themselves. And I want them to
know that it is okay to feel – and
express – the full range of human
emotion.

So now I tell them how I feel. Not 
necessarily why, for they don’t
need to know about court; and
neither will I bad-mouth their
mother. But I validate their truth
when I admit that I am very sad,
enraged or even disheartened.
Amazingly, they often turn into
the most precious solution-finders
and we start all feeling better as a
family.

Open up to the children

Even on the rare occasions that I
agree with how my ex parents our
kids, I don’t want her to have
anything to do with our precious
time together. So for a while, I
made sure that what we did
together did not have her
fingerprints all over it. However, I
have reconsidered this.

Firstly, they say kids are better
with consistent structure and mine
are. Second, honoring their
commitments when they fall on
my time actually confirms that my
ex isn’t the only one who can take
care of them. And thirdly,
surprisingly it makes more room
for us: airtime isn’t taken up with
arguments, I connect with them
over activities they love, and
reclaim the time I would have
spent planning.

I have had to draw the line though:
no sleep-overs on my time. I
learned this lesson after my ex
made sure they had a sleepover
every night I had them, so that I
wouldn’t actually see them. This
rule is not ideal, and may not be
necessary if you have your kids
more than I do.

Consistency

On the rare occasions I actually
get to see my sons, I don’t top four
days per month. And most of the
time, I can’t do anything right by
them because I am measured
against mommy. So I became that
‘Disney dad’: make sure they have
fun. I abolished chores, didn’t limit
treats and chauffeured them
between movies, bowling alleys
and trampoline parks. But I don’t
do this any more.

I learned that acting like that only 
confirmed the lie my ex was
spinning to my sons: that I am not
a proper parent. That with me,
they takes a break from their life
because it is only with her that
their life is 'proper'; only she can
take care of them.

So now I insist on family life, even 
if that is for 24  hours at a time.
And families are messy: they hurt
each other’s feelings and
apologize; they work on what they
value; and they take care of each
other, and of their house. I am
their father, not a baby-sitter and I
deserve to create a home for all of
us ; and my sons deserve to know
that I am their family, too.

Insist on normality
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With parental alienation, the very
notion of ‘winning’ seems ironic
and inappropriate, because
nobody wins, ever. My ex will
never admit she was wrong, and I
never get what I ask for, even if it
is a simple question.

However, my resolve was wearing 
thin after a decade of feeling like
for all the fighting, all the sacrifice,
all I get is to choose between
versions of defeat. While I still
can’t win per se, I have learned to
recognize when I have achieved
the best outcome available.

For example, if my ex and I are
battling something out, she will
never agree with me, always
humiliate me, refuse to answer
any questions she doesn’t want to
answer, mock my spelling and
always, always have the last word.
However, I know that I ‘won’ if she
drops the issue or redirects her
rant to topics I didn't even raise; if
she defends herself, praising her
motherhood credentials to me as
if I brought them into question; if
she tells me I simply
misunderstood her without
explaining how; and ultimately, if
she does not punish the children
to spite me. Slim pickings for
victory? Maybe. But enough to
keep me going.

Recognize a win

Parental alienation makes many of
us feel like we have done
something wrong. We must have,
right? Because surely nobody
would plot to destroy us, drag our
names through mud, compromise
our ability to earn a living and
backstab us to our friends and
family without a cause?

As a result, too many of us feel 
apologetic. We feel like we are a
burden, like we must shield others
from the impact of our
wrongdoing. Of course, like with
any form of violence or abuse, you
deserve it no more than a pretty
girl deserves to be sexually
assaulted. So we need to stand up
for ourselves because if we let
ourselves be destroyed, it is our
children who may suffer the most.

For me, this has meant protecting 
my ability to work. I brief my
clients that on certain days, I am
only available after 1pm (to allow
for school pick-up), and insist that
unless they have evidence to the
contrary, I can do my work
remotely. It has also meant
addressing the school registrar
when my ex removes my name,
yet again, from the emergency
and email lists. I have found some
unaggressive ways to state that
my children have two households,
and it can be tricky but that is why
I meet the coaches, the teachers
and the friends’ parents and make
sure that they have my correct
contact information. I am not
secondary and whoever wants to
say otherwise better have the guts
to say it to my face.

Advocate for yourself

Until I found myself at the pointy
end of parental alienation, I wasn’t
one for journaling. I guess it
seemed like wallowing, like
something passive when I
preferred to make things happen.

Now, I journal regularly. Next to
the helplessness I often feel, it
actually feels like an act;
sometimes my only act of
defiance, of hope, of imagining a
different reality I can chip away at
creating.

My journal hears what I need to 
say so that it doesn’t rot inside of
me, but dare not say out loud. It is
also where I celebrate my life with
my children, the little things and
the break-throughs and yes, I
revisit those pages but not to
reminisce but to reignite my
resolve to build a better future for
them.

And there is something else, a bit 
more out-there: I received a
suggestion to burn lists of what I
wanted rid from my life and I've
found that to be quite healing. So
sometimes, when I am ravaged by
emotion after my kids are gone, I
write down my feelings, their
wounds, and fire up my outdoor
pit. Then, I bid farewell to all of it,
to fear, to despair, to irrational
defenses and watch them diffuse
into mountain air, leaving me just
that little bit lighter.

Journaling



Self-care can be the first one to go
when there are simply no hours
left in the day after you work, deal
with your ex and care for the
children. However, to take more
on – and there will always be more
to take on – you have to find ways
to let go of what you are already
carrying.

While they may work for you,
many healthy outlets didn’t work
for me. I would invariably run late
to a yoga class and end up more
stressed for missing it, or regret
having made social plans because
I didn’t have it in me to see people
whose lives made sense. However,
below are a few things that do
work with my wild life.

Healthy outlets

Outlet 4: And you should cry

Many of us don’t, or won’t, 
because it can feel like weakness
or, worse yet, defeat. What if I
can’t stop? What if I won’t get off
the floor once I let myself
crumble? But you will; and you
will have honored yourself by
acknowledging how hard it all
actually is on you.
 

 Give back
The notion of giving back as a
coping strategy may strike you as
odd or even disrespectful: too
often, co-parenting with an
alienating ex leaves us running on
empty with little to give to our
children let alone anything further.
However, what I have found is that
contributing, when and how I can,
is actually cathartic for me.
Mentoring an at-risk kid through
one of the many programs such as
Boys and Girls Clubs or Partners
Mentoring Youth; advocating for
family court reform or getting
involved through Simply Parent
may be the only time I don’t feel
helpless, useless and futile. And I
guess I also hope for Karma: if I
give, there is more to go around,
and perhaps some will find its way
back to me and my poor kids.
 
 

While I am no guru and prefer
guided meditations, with Oprah
being a favorite, I can switch to
nurturing my soul as quickly as I
can grab my headphones. For 10
minutes, I have zoned out at
Starbucks, pulled over in my car,
or hogged a park bench.

Outlet 1: Meditation

Outlet 3: Exercise

The evidence that regular exercise
helps ward off despair is
conclusive, so for the alienated, it
is just what the doctor ordered.
Look for an excuse to walk for 20
minutes: arrive where you are
going early and lap a couple of
blocks or weave through every isle
of the grocerie store; a good
audiobook doubles the goodness.
Or put a list of simple exercises on
the fridge (plank, squats, push-ups)
and pick them off one by one
while waiting for the microwave or
for your shower water to get hot.
 

Friends are a must, but don’t be
afraid to ask them to study up on
parental alienation, or give them
this magazine. And cherish the
ones that can make you laugh
about the ridiculous,
unbelievable thriller that is your
life, starring your favorite actor.

Outlet 2: Human element
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Good eats Here are meal ideas your kids will love. Here are meal ideas your kids will love. 
The best bit: each requires 7 ingredients or less and barelyThe best bit: each requires 7 ingredients or less and barely

any headspace, because sometimes that’s all we’ve got.  any headspace, because sometimes that’s all we’ve got.  
Got a recipe to share? Email info@simplyparent.org. Got a recipe to share? Email info@simplyparent.org. 

  

Quick Chili
Dedicate a box in your pantry to this
meal and keep it stacked with the shelf-
safe ingredients below and you’ll be able
to whip up a yummy, hearty, protein-rich
meal in 15 minutes, even if you didn’t
make it to the grocery store.

Vary the proportions to taste or make
double with no extra effort.
Serve with grated cheese and sour
cream. Add fresh cilantro if you like it. Eat
by itself or with tortillas, corn chips or
corn bread.

What you need

Preheat the oven to 350°F.

#1.  2-4 apples, chop into a lightly greased 9x9 baking dish
Mix the rest of the ingredients into smooth batter and pour
over the apples.
#2.   1 cup all-purpose flour
#3.  ½ - 1 cup sugar
#4.   ½ tsp baking powder
#5.   2 eggs
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What you need

#1. 1 brown onion, chop and sauté in a deep pan or thick pot
Add the rest at once, do not drain the cans, do not cover.
#2.  15-oz can of kernel corn
#3.  15-oz can of creamed corn
#4.  15-oz can of diced tomatoes
#5.  45-60 oz of canned beans of your choice

(kidney, pinto, black, chili, even butter beans;
get a mixed can or mix and match to taste)

#6.   1 Taco Seasoning packet
Stir through on medium heat, bring to boil and serve.

Optional:
•       ½ lb of ground beef, brown prior to all the above
•       Substitute fresh produce for canned

Apple Bake
This is a great quick bake you probably
always have ingredients for and a good
use for those less-fresh apples.  Bake for
desert or reduce the sugar and have for
breakfast!

Put your own spin on it: add other fruit, e.
g. pears. Use whole-grain or gluten-free
flour. Replace some of the sugar with
apple sauce. Add raisins and/or rhubarb.
Add cinnamon and/or vanilla. Enjoy!
 



by Ginger Gentile

I didn’t want to read the letter my

father had sent me; I wanted

nothing to do with him. But I forced

myself to open it, and began to cry

as I read the words, “When you

were born, you weren’t breathing

and I gave you infant CPR until you

did.”  Not only was I surprised that

my entry into this world was so

fragile, I was surprised that my

father saved my life. I had thought

he hated me so much and that my

birth was such a disappointment

to him that given the choice, he

would have preferred me dead.

Growing up
and forgiving my father
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The letter had arrived in the mail
after I hung up the phone on him,
within seconds of hearing his
voice; enraged despite him saying
nothing more than, "Hello."

I was 29 years old and while I had
seen him sporadically since my
mom and he divorced when I was
13, I had tried to avoid him as much
as possible. He didn’t reach out to
me much, either.

“Marrying your mom was the
biggest mistake of my life,” he had
screamed at me when I was a teen.

All I could think of was that I must
have been that mistake: they got
married because she was
pregnant.

It was obvious to me that he didn’t
like me. He was always mad at how
much money I cost him and
begged me to not make him pay
for my college education. My
mother would often point out how
my acne, my thick ankles and bad
genes came from him. By the time
I was 20, I considered changing my
last name to remove any traces of
him that I could.

My mom supported this thinking.
While she encouraged me to see
him, she expressed that she
couldn’t blame me for wanting to
avoid someone who didn’t love me
and had abandoned us. Someone
so awful, stupid and violent.

“You sound like a divorced woman,
more than like a daughter,”
Gabriel, my husband at the time,
told me.

I had fallen in love with Gabriel
because he was so unlike my father:
he was prevented from seeing his
daughter almost since she was
born but never gave up fighting for
her. The fight had cost him jobs, all
his money and even his liberty. But
he said she was worth it all.

My desire to help him get his
daughter back grew so strong that
I, as a documentary film-maker,
began making a film called ‘Erasing
Dad’, about fathers who fight to be
in their kids’ lives after divorce. I
was two years into this all-
consuming endeavor when I was
filled with a realization that I had

been subconsciously drawn to a
topic acute in my own life.

Insidiously, I had been taught to
reject my own father after my
parents divorced.

Spurred by both the letter and
Gabriel's comments, I agreed to
meet with my dad. Sitting across
from me in a coffee shop, he asked
if I wanted to know what
happened during the divorce.

"My journey back to
my father has been
one of choosing to

learn from his
shortcomings."

“No,” I said, trying to hold back the
tears. It would be too confronting
to reconcile his kind and loving
form of today with the debris of
the past. Too painful to hear his
compassionate voice through the
echoes of him defensively yelling
through the years gone by, that he
had done the best he could;
through my ruthless responses,
dismissing him altogether
because his best was clearly not
good enough.

Years later, as I began to make my
second documentary on this topic,
‘Erasing Family’, I was finally ready
to hear what happened. As he
spoke, I learned that he and my
mother had had joint custody until
she demanded sole custody while
accusing him of domestic
violence. His lawyer said that he
could fight it, but it would cost him
$100,000 and he would lose. That
is when my dad signed his custody
away, like so many fathers who
give up when they see the cards
as stacked against them.

Would things have been different
for my dad and I if he had had the
resources available to today’s
parents? Would I have still rejected
him if he had responded with love
when I yelled, “I hate you, Dad!”
(like so many teens do), rather than
screaming that he
 

hated me, too? Would he have
responded better if he had sought
therapy or read books on parental
alienation?

I wish he had acted differently,
though I do not blame him for
giving up in court. If there is one
thing that I have learned, it is that
the system does not seek to resolve
family conflict; only to prolong it.

When I myself divorced, I vowed
never to end up in court fighting
over money; never to poison a
once-loving bond. Unlike my
parents, my ex and I have remained
friends; we talk on Skype each day
and even run a business together.
This is an unexpected gift from my
journey back to my father.

This journey has been one of
choosing to learn from his
shortcomings instead of rejecting
him for them. I have sought
therapy and I now talk openly
about my feelings. Instead of
rejecting family, I now embrace
mine with their imperfections. He
is not a perfect father, but he is my
dad.

One hot summer’s day, we were
getting gelato with my sister and
cousin when my father remarked
that he had never taught my sister
and I anything. I responded that
not only had he taught me all the
things a parent teaches a child - to
walk, talk, eat solid food - but he
had also taught me the state
capitols, the Pythagorean
Theorem, how to draw a blueprint
for a house and how to paint with
oils.

“The list goes on,” I sai d assuredly.

His eyes lit up with gratitude. And
I didn’t even mention that he had
also taught me the power of
forgiveness.
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ginger Gentile is the director of an

upcoming documentary Erasing Family
on family bond obstruction. www.

erasingfamily.org
 



ways to connect 
with your kid

Play with food
Even tense emotions can be
disarmed with flour and icing.
While new recipes may be best
left for another time, many
staples – pancakes, omelettes,
stir-frys – are forgiving on the
 detail, come together fast and
involve an
irresistible mix of
stirring, sprinkling
and chatter.

Ask questions
Rest from the
pressure of knowing
the answers and ask
good questions.

Powerful questions, asked from
outside your child’s current
point of view, can expand their
world so that you have room in
it. Ask what makes them scared;
how you can love them better;
or why you should give Justin
Bieber a chance. 

Plan together
Try sharing control with
your kids: let them pick
between two purchases you
can live with; let them

choose party
decorations, a few
of the new
bathroom tiles, or
their own

punishments. They will revel
in their legacy, and you will
glean a lot about their state
of heart – just be willing to
improvise a little!  

Speak the love language
If you haven’t delved into the five love languages (quality time, words
of affirmation, acts of service, gifts and touch), look them up. Loving

your kids in a way they understand may allow you to
better fight against the clock and you may discover that
your kids are loving you in ways you are not attuned to.

Develop a family manifesto
Deeper than any lie they may be living, your
kids have a pretty clear picture of the kind of
family they crave for, so ask them. Co-create

what you stand for together, what makes you different,
and make it into an artifact in your home: a family logo,
a sculpture, or even a painting on a Dollar-store canvas. 

Re-watch an old classic
Sometimes, there is nothing you
can say or do right, so the
moment may be better spent
reliving nurturing memories: for
the brain, they are as good as new. Blow up
the spare mattress, throw in cushions and
sleeping bags, make popcorn and watch ET,
Gremlins or The Little Mermaid.  

Make new memories
Especially in the world of
Instagram and SnapChat, aim for
what you knew as Kodak
moments. Check if there is a
scavenger hunt in your area, an art demo, a
visiting circus, a costumed charity run or
even a baking class. If all else fails, get a
canvas, some acrylic, and paint with hands.
The messier, the better!

Ask for help
And if your teenager won’t be seen in public
with you, ask for help. Carve out a bit of space
on your credit card and request a music play list
(they get to keep a copy), have them set you up

with the best new app or review
something for your work that you
need to resonate for younger (than
you) people. 

1.

2.

3.

5. 6.

7.

8.

4.8
Relationships
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Self-love chat

Self Care for all
 

How to heal once you
have been betrayed

by Jade Rehder
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fter betrayal happens to you, it can seem unrealistic to truly
believe that you are a worthy, powerful, knowledgeable,
loving person. But you are! And you can tap into this truth, in
turn activating your inner ability to heal.

However, for a parent who is buffering her/his kid(s) from a toxic
situation, even thinking about healing might feel self-indulgent. I would
like to assure you that it is not. First and foremost, you always deserve
to feel like the amazing being that you are. And secondly, your kid(s)
will directly benefit from your healing: you will be the best parent you
can be, and they will witness self-respect shining from the inside out;
they will see you model perseverance in the face of adverse conditions,
ugly experiences, and pain from betrayal.

Healing of this type of wounding happens from the inside out so it will
require strong and patient self-care. Several tested, effective exercises
are below; consider trying them over a period of time with the aim of
settling on three favorites that you could see incorporating into your
daily life.

Look yourself in the eyes in the mirror and repeat 11 times, “I love you,
[say your first name]”. Looking into your own eyes and using your first
name are important for making a deeply effective connection with your
body/mind. It is your body/mind that supports your natural intuition
and conveys your instinctual inner guidance, so when trust is broken
through betrayal it is the connection with your body/mind that is
severed. This exercise restores this vital connection, allowing you to
move into your inner power, self-trust and self-love.
 



Self-relaxation
breath

Self-gratitude
rant

Self-worth 
prayer

Self-forgiveness
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Sit comfortably and close your eyes. Check in and see where you are
holding any tension. Scan your legs, back, shoulders, chest, jaw, forehead.
Now, just breathe in through your nose for a count of four thinking, “Let,”
and out through your mouth for the count of eight thinking, “Go”. Repeat
four times and then take a couple of normal breaths to end the set. Do
four sets, for a total of 16 deep breaths. Assess how you feel. More relaxed,
right?
 
*   *   *
 
Stand up tall, spread your arms out and say out loud all the things that
you are grateful for having in your life! Your child(ren), the sun, rain, trees,
flowers, butterflies, birds, your pet, your job, yourself, your friends, your
home, your gifts… go on for as long as you wish. This is a great way to
increase your inner state of appreciation and is a tool you can call upon
any place and any time!
 
*   *   *
 
Place both your palms over your heart and say, “I remember I am worthy
just for being me. There is nothing to do, to know, or to have to create
my worth. Being worthy is an inside job and my birthright. I am worthy
just for being me.” Say this out loud when you wake up and just before
you go to bed to build up your self-worth muscle.
 
*   *   *
 
 
There are four simple phrases that you can repeat to yourself in order to
create inner alignment of the energies that support you in forgiving.
Whether it is situations or you who need it, forgiveness is another ‘inside
job’ that involves  letting go of the disruptive dysfunctional energy and
emotions around past or present experiences.
An ancient Hawaiian practice of Ho’oponopono focuses on inviting the
freedom that forgiveness brings. It does so by offering a process for self-
alignment, of making things ‘right very right’ on the inside, and of
releasing the ‘poison’ that is the negative energy we hold in our emotions
and thoughts, affording you the freedom that forgiveness brings. A
simplified practice involves you saying to yourself, and in any order you
feel is best, these four phrases:
 

“I love you [your first name].”
“I am sorry [your first name].”
“Please forgive me, [your first name].”
“Thank you, [your first name].”

 
Repeat the sequence at least four times. Notice whether you begin to
feel calmer around the situation. For the strongest effect, say them out
loud, but lean on this exercise any time and anywhere because you can
also say them in your head.
 
 
 
 
 
Once you have picked your favorite
three exercises, the best thing you
can do is incorporate them into
your daily ritual fuelling your ability
to heal. When you need more
support, do your favorites more
frequently or do them all, but on a
daily basis you should not need
more than 20 minutes for the entire

routine. The value of a ritual is that
it multiplies the benefit of each
session because it trains your
body/mind to expect and enjoy
positive daily experience. In other
words, a ritual will serve as a
stepping stone into your best-self
mindset.
Please plan on being consistent for

four weeks (28 days) before your
new ritual feels like second nature:
this is how long habits seem to take
to be built or broken, as
increasingly concluded by
behavioral research. Once self-care
becomes habit, you
will notice  (cont'd on p. 30)

 



A Step that Changed 
EVERYTHING
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Step-parenting
 

by an anonymous step-dad

Before I could have realized that I
was utterly unprepared for it, and
yet that it would change me, my
step-parenting journey started in
our garage.

When my partner pulled in with her
kids, I saw one face cautiously
examining me from the protection
of the Jeep, while the other peanut
slid out and looked me straight in
the eye.

“You know what?”

“What?” I answered instinctively,
caught up in this kid’s contagious
energy that has me whipped to this
day.

“I took two baths today! Because I
was going to meet you.”
 “You did?!”

A moment later, all of us were
autumn leaves twirled in joyous
sunshine; an impression that
continued into the evening as the
hours of the girls’ giggles and
questioning rang like a thousand
tiny, perfectly harmonized bells in
my mind.

I know I am more fortunate than
most because my stepchildren
were open to me. They had been
pressuring their mother to date.

“If she is not alone when we are

not home,” they explained to me,
thorough consideration evident,
"She will be happier and laugh
more, so we will be happier.”

Blessed self-interest.

They made room for me in their
lives, from little things like
following my instructions to not
waste food, to humongous things
like listening with their hearts
when I had to explain compassion
as something they must learn on
the journey from selfish babyhood
to adulthood.

They started referring to me as
their parent long before I got wind
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of it, but I know for sure when we
made it official. I was away on
business, walking them on Skype
though the city streets when I
heard beautiful piano music: an
elderly gentleman was playing in
the city square. My partner later
told me the girls were elated when
they heard me ask whether he
would play something for my
children.

playing in the city square. My
partner later told me the girls were
elated when they heard me ask
whether he would play something
for my children.

I am sure I speak for parents and
step-parents alike when I say that
having them in my life makes me
the richest, luckiest person alive.

And I suspect I also speak for many
when I say that step-parenting is
hard.

I had no issue dating somebody
with children, even little ones. I
didn’t even mind co-parenting
between two households’ worth of
conflicting views; or being a dad
without ever being ‘the’ daddy. I
suppose step-parenting was
always a  possibility and I felt open
to it; just without having much of
a clue about it.

When step-parenting was still an
abstract concept to me, a notion
that rarely filled the space between
more relevant thoughts, I assumed
that ‘step’ referred to the technical
arrangements. I thought that the
step-parent was the one a bit
removed from the rest.

Silly me.

That’s only true for the step-family.
To them, the step-parent is ‘extra’.
Understandably so: he didn’t
choose to have the children; he
didn’t pick out their names, decide
on where they live or set the house
rules. Heck, he probably doesn’t
even get to pick Friday night
dinner.

It is through a myriad of such
decisions that parents, swathed in
boundless advice, get to shape
their families from scratch. The
glorious outcome: each family is
absolutely unique. Which may
explain why only ‘sparse swathing’



SP
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is available to step-parents.

When the going gets tough,
parents recognize their haphazard
fingerprints all over their families
and accept that this mess is
somehow of their own making. By
contrast, a step-parent often gets
to make only a singular choice: to
give a new romantic relationship a
go.

I take that back. Two choices. But I
made the other one while utterly
oblivious to its existence.

I cannot remember where, years
ago, I picked up my only ‘what’s the
difference joke’ that goes
something like this:

“What’s the difference between
bacon and eggs?”

“What?!”

 “The chicken is involved, but the
pig is committed.”

I treated it with snobbery for years,
even as I found myself step-
parenting, the skewed odds
stacked further against me by the
parental alienation behavior of my
partner’s ex. But in the absence of
almost any other guidance, the
joke patiently dangled its unlikely
wisdom in front of me until I was
ready to heed it.

In the early days with my new
family, I stayed ‘independent’:
nothing worse, I told myself, than
barging into an established
household with my own crap. They
have enough going on, including
three quite different
parents sharing turf well
before I even set foot on it. I
would be here for a good time,
for occasional gems of
insight; an excellent
but modest role
model.

I would be a
chicken.

 
 
 

If you are smiling, then you already
know what had to drill its way
through my thick skull: alienated
kids don’t have use for chickens.

Their worlds run short on
authenticity and transparency.
They are exhausted just
reconciling their experience with
the alienator’s interpretation of it.
If their step-parent is one-foot out,
they don’t waste precious energy
on the other foot.

So I have come to believe that
‘step’ in step-parenting refers to
commitment. It could have been
‘tap-in‘ or ‘brush-by’ parenting,
but no..! To step, you must shift
your balance, transfer your weight;
only when you take a step does
your world merge with theirs.
Once you step, you are no longer
where you used to be, all balanced
and Zen. Having stepped, you are
in the midst of

 

the new thing, your past on the
other side of an equally
destabilizing ordeal.

The ideal step-parent to alienated
kids is 100 measures of selfless
love to zero measures of agenda.
I am in my fifth year of practice and
it has yet to make good on its
promise of ‘perfect’, but now I am
all in.

Having stepped, I am getting
stabilized in my new spot. Eyes
wide open and hold the
anesthesia, I am taking the shape
of a parent; still a tad late more
often than not.

For example, I hear that many first-
time parents get paranoid that
they are putting their babies in
harm’s way. While they mostly get
over it by the time the baby crawls,
I get to lie awake wondering if
between middle school activities
and countless domestic moments
I have caused them irreparable
damage. In other words, if I have
just screwed them up for life in 26-
odd minutes that were left over for
me to fill. Then I run a mental
spreadsheet and budget for the
therapy they will surely need to
ever think about me without their
palms sweating.

But then there is tonight, when
one of my girls fell asleep in my
arms while I rubbed her back and
retold, at her request, stories from
my childhood. And it was plain to
me that the Chicken wouldn’t
have had the privilege of this
experience and I thanked my
good fortune for becoming,

somewhere along
the way, the Pig.

There was
nothing else 

I’d rather 
be.  

 
 

 



IN A RIGGED DRAW
THE SHORT 
S T R A W

I
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t is said that cancer and
addiction are amongst
society’s great equalizers:

no amount of wealth, or
privilege makes you safe from
their grasp. Parental alienation
is right up there.
This form of abuse is at once
utterly devastating, senseless,

and indiscriminant. No
demographic indicator makes
you immune. Parental
alienation plagues the rich and
the celebrities, the working
moms and the stay-at-home
dads, the family lawyers and the
therapists.
However, once afflicted, we

don’t all suffer the same.
Suffering may very well be the
greatest prejudice of all: it is also
well documented that suffering
tends to reek most havoc on
those already disadvantaged.
 
 
 



Can you imagine being denied access
to your child’s hospital room because ‘you are
not immediate family’?
 
Can you imagine having no right
to see your son simply because your ex,
in retaliation, took him to another state?
 
Can you imagine signing your new-born’s
birth certificate and raising her with your last
name only to hear a Judge label you as
incidental?
 
Can you imagine carrying out,
year after year,  the joyous, the sobering,
the all-consuming work of parenting  to
discover you can be removed from your
children’s lives without as much as a trace?
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This is how suffering perpetuates
those cycles of abuse and poverty
that define our generation’s
‘wicked problems.’

To help all of us disarm and combat
parental alienation, Parent Survival
Guide will shed a spotlight onto the
communities particularly
vulnerable to its devastating
impact.

This article focuses on one such
community. Through the story of
one lesbian mother, it sheds light
onto the plight of millions of LGBTQ
parents completely omitted from
the law and deprived of even the
flawed protections it makes
available to most of us.

*  *  *

Chris has two sons. The couple
thoughtfully adopted the oldest
boy, now sixteen, when he was six
years old. Their youngest is now
five. By the time he was conceived
in-vitro, with the help of a
renowned fertility clinic in New
Orleans, Louisiana, the couple had
legally married. It wasn’t a problem
that the sperm wasn’t going to
come from Chris: that’s precisely
why there are many credible
cryobanks.

Both boys were planned and
brought into a well-established
relationship, and raised in it until it
cracked, fifteen years later. For both
boys, Chris was there every step of
the way. Chris stayed home for a
year with the youngest and
coached the eldest's baseball team.

And then in August 2015, Chris was
served the despicable reality of zero
rights to these boys and didn’t see
them for 13 and a half months until
the court mandated visitation
along with child support payments
in October.

Since then, the oldest boy has only
seen and spoken to Chris once. He
was home alone when Chris
dropped his younger brother off.
They bantered about football, and
as Chris turned to walk back to the
car, he said, “I love you.”
 
Chris has filed an appeal with the
State Supreme Court, making an
argument for being listed on the
birth certificate, but only for the
younger of the two boys.
 
Why, might you be asking?
 
Because Chris is a woman.
 

When the couple chose to adopt
their eldest son, same-sex
adoption wasn’t legal in their home
state but they weren’t going to let
that stop them. One of the women –
Chris’ wife – filled in the paperwork
and just like that, they were a
family.
 
Same-sex marriage remained
illegal in their home state so the
couple, nearly a decade into their
life together, made a voyage to
Massachusetts to tie the knot. Only
one line for ‘mother’ was available
by the time the over-joyed couple
welcomed their baby into the
world, and the hospital staff had all
the messy evidence they needed
to put Chris’ wife’s name down.
Chris was not worried:   they were
in this together.
 

"Suffering may very
well be the greatest

prejudice of all
because it reeks most

havoc on those
already

disadvantaged."
 

Chris was arguably a lot more
involved than the statistical
majority of both fathers and
mothers raising children today.
Even biologically, she was no less
a parent than millions of those who
become parents with the help of a
sperm or an egg donor, let alone
millions of adopted parents raising
children today. And Chris was no
more ‘gay’ than her wife, who has
100% custody of both their
children.
 
So why has Chris drawn the
shortest straw of all?
 
Because neither societal
assumptions nor the legal systems
charged with our protection have
kept pace with the reality of today’s
diverse family compositions.
 
Today’s family law fails too many a
rational test. Arguably, it is more
akin to the Roman Inquisition, a
punitive system entrenched in
moralistic bias, than to the justice
system that every citizen of a
democratic country deserves.
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than to the justice system that
every citizen of a democratic
country deserves.
 
Follow PSG Magazine for more on
Chris' story. Here, we explore the
basis  for why LGBTQ parents are
vulnerable to parental alienation.
 

...............................
 
 
LGBTQ civil rights have long been
a hot political topic. Since the
Stonewall riots on June 28th, 1969
great advances have taken place
across the US for LGBTQ citizens.
Slowly, laws are catching up to
changes in everyday life.
 

"Chris was no more
‘gay’ than her wife,

who has 100%
custody of both their

children."
 
 

In June 2013, in a widely-watched
and narrowly-cast 5-4 vote, the
Supreme Court struck down
Section 3 of the Defense of
Marriage Act (DOMA) as
unconstitutional under the due
process clause of the Fifth
Amendment of the Constitution,
which prohibits arbitrary denial of
life, liberty, or property. DOMA,
passed in 1996 by a veto-proof
majority in Congress and signed
into law by President Bill Clinton,
defined marriage as only between
one man and one woman.
 
Two years later, in June 2015 the
Supreme Court ruled that states
cannot oppose same-sex
marriage, effectively legalizing it
across the country. This has
opened the LGBTQ community,
estimated at 14.7 million strong, or
4.6% of the American population,
to some of the benefits afforded
heterosexual couples.
 
What benefits?
 
While there are some 1,049
benefits and privileges contingent
upon marital status, the widest
reaching included insurance for

government employees, social
security survivors’ benefits,
immigration privileges and tax
benefits. The lack of equitable tax
relief has been especially
significant. The landmark case that
found its way to the Supreme
Court, United States v. Windsor
(2010), denied a woman a tax
exemption of $363,053 when her
legally-married spouse died and
left her the estate. In compliance
with DOMA, the Internal Revenue
Service denied the exemption
because “spouse” was not
applicable to a woman married to
another woman. As a result, Edith
Windsor sued the United States
government and won.
 
All these strides are vital on the
road to robust equal protection for
all citizens. However, ironically,
many LGBTQ Americans may be
worse off today than they were
prior to the Supreme Court’s
legalization of gay marriage: that
ruling did not cover any parenting
rights, and yet it may have created
a false sense of safety.
 
LGBTQ parents may mistakenly
feel that they are more protected
than before and the advocacy
attention may have prematurely
shifted to other pertinent topics.
 
Many do not realize that even legal
LGBTQ marriages do not come
with many family rights and
protections implied in
heterosexual unions. For example,
in a heterosexual relationship,
should it end, there is a
presumption of parenthood even
if the child is conceived outside of
the marriage. Even in a legal same-
sex marriage, there was no
presumption of parentage. This
can be countered by second-
parent adoption, but what makes
it more devastating is that the non-
biological parent, even with legal
second-parent adoption papers
from one State, will be stripped of
all her rights the moment her
children have crossed the
boundary to one of the many
states where second-parent
adoptions overall or LGBTQ
adoptions specifically are illegal. 

LGBTQ dissolution also does not
have the legal protection afforded
heterosexual marriages. Among
the expected resentments and
hostilities, the parent on the
outside of the limited structure
had to fight harder for the basic
rights that would not be in
question in a legal heterosexual
marriage.
 
How many people are affected by
this gasping omission in the law?
About 15 million. Over a third of
LGBTQ Americans, or 5.12 million
people, are parents, raising over 9
million children.
 
It is a sobering statistic that over
50% of all sanctioned
heterosexual marriages, most
involving children, lead to divorce.
Second marriages have an almost
75% dissolution rate. But if legal
marriages that are designed to
protect the children from the
effect of their parents’ emotions
so often fail to do so, where does
this leave the non-sanctioned and
in many states illegal, alternative
families?
 

“The Supreme Court’s
legalization of same-

sex marriage may
have created a false

sense of safety.” 
 

In addition to missing out on over
1,000 economic benefits afforded
to legal heterosexual unions,
these families have no clear exit
strategies and millions of bonds
between children and their
parents are left exposed to the
whims of defensive, possessive or
vindictive emotions that divorce
can bring out.
 
 
To be continued. . .

 
 

The grave inadequacies of the legal
system that have devastated Chris hold

insight for all of us and Parent Survival
Guide intends to follow Chris’ story as

she perseveres to stay in her sons’ lives
and braces for the outcomes of her
appeal to the State Supreme Court.

Pose your questions to
info@simplyparent.org and stay tuned.. 
 



IN THE NEXT ISSUE:
 

One kid, two homes
 

Self-diagnostic: am I
being alienated?

 
The lesser parent: when
your children treat you

like hired help
as well as...

The Cred: PA is domestic violence
Legal: build your case

Escapes: ideas for spring break
 

 
 
However well versed you feel in
parental alienation, Parents
Acting Badly is a must-read.
 
 
 

Good reads
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While most researchers have
written for their peers, co-authors
Dr. Harman and Dr. Biringen seem
to respect that most of us don’t do
 

 research for a living and took great
care to connect the dots.

There is little doubt that the
authors aimed to bring us all the
available facts and to engage us
with issues still outstanding;  a goal
they achieved. They have built on
a mountain of science and nearly
90 interviews that shaped the
book.

It addresses the noise that exists
around parental alienation,
identifies alienation behaviors,
describes the range of their impact,
sheds light onto likely causes and
early warning signs, and even
suggests possible solutions that
span individual behavior and
public policy. In fact, Parents Acting
Badly is so comprehensive that it
has become a routine reference
book, dog-eared and marked-up,
in many households faced with
parental alienation.

By now, you may feel like this book
requires quite a commitment from
you. But possibly the most
remarkable aspect of Parents
Acting Badly is how swift and
delightful of a read it is. If true
expertise is in knowing when to

raise a point, and what to leave out,
then at only 225 fast-paced pages,
Parents Acting Badly is a feat of
competence.

You should, however, be prepared
that it is not an empathetic read. It
will speak about a research
methodology in the same tone as
the alienating behaviors that might
stir up debilitating emotions for
you. This might be because the
book was written by researchers
committed to objectivity. But
Parents Acting Badly is not
insensitive. On the contrary: by
illuminating and crystallizing what
most of us experience as murky,
conniving and overwhelming,
Parents Acting Badly is a stepping
stone to broader awareness and
action, and as such, a great gift us all.
 

 
 
 
 

Highlights are presented in 
Dr. Harman’s TEDx talk (14 min long)

Purchase the book on Amazon 
 

(Parental Alienation and DSM-5, cont'd from p. 8)

Scenario 1: children who react to
parental intimate partner distress
(incessant arguing between the
parents)
Scenario 2: children damaged by
parental intimate partner violence
(physical fighting between the
parents)
Scenario 3: children who
experience severe loyalty conflict
when parents disagree
Scenario 4: children who
experience parental alienation.

In the article, we explain the
difference between a loyalty
conflict and alienation and the
difference between alienation and
estrangement.
Although the actual words
'parental alienation' are not in
DSM-5, it is clear that the concept
of parental alienation is expressed
in three mental conditions that are
classified as relational problems,
including CAPRD.  We hope that

having diagnostc options will be
useful to mental health
professionals who are working
with children and families
experiencing parental alienation.

William Bernet, MD is Professor
Emeritus at Vanderbilt University 

School of Medicine 
 

 

(How to heal once you have been betrayed, cont'd

from p. 23)

that better outlook and reactions
become easier and more
consistent.

When you feel like you can’t afford
to take this time for self-care,
please remind yourself that your
healing is not selfish. I assure you
that it is the opposite of luxury: it
is one of the most generous and
responsible actions you can take
as a parent.

Do this for yourself, and in turn
watch your kid(s) develop their
self-care muscles. Share these
exercises with your kid(s) and even
do them together, and watch the
beauty of your family healing, of
each of you becoming self-
confident, self-loving and self-
respecting individuals.

 

 

 

 

 

Jade Rehder is a coach, mentor and trainer at

http://www.simplyparent.org/donate
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Donate 
 
 
 

to uplift compromised parents around the world, and to
transform antiquated social and legal systems.

SimplyParent.org is a 501(c)(3) non-profit so all donations are tax-deductible.

affected in USA alone
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http://www.simplyparent.org/donate


We are thrilled
to have you stand with
us against the
devastating practice
of parental alienation!
 
Let's forge a future
where good parenting
is protected in all its
diverse genesis, forms
and colors.
 
Spread the word to
friends, family and
social networks so
that we become
millions that can no
longer be ignored.
 
 
 

Join the revolution!

Together, we can relegate parental alienation 
to history books. 

 
It will be a beautiful day!www.SimplyParent.org

Image credit: Boarding1Now

https://www.facebook.com/Simply-Parent-1841558079423780/
http://www.SimplyParent.org
https://www.facebook.com/Simply-Parent-1841558079423780/

